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In proton magnetic resonance imaging, T1calculation from two measurements is
simplifiedbyusinganapproximationalgorithmthatassumesequilibriumrecoveryof
longitudinaimagnetizations or one that ignores refocusing 1800 pulses used. Errors in
calculated T1 arising from either approximation are evaluated using signal expressions
that presume neither approximation. The approximation error depends on T1,
sequence parameters, and the simplifying algorithm. The computed relation can be
used to correct for the approximation error. The correction reduces calculated-T1
errors, but does not eliminate them, since other significant or potentially significant
sourcesof theerrorareunaccountedfor. Thesesourcesrelateto ever-present
stochasticnoises,propersignalexpressions,variousinstrumentalfactors,exponential
compared with nonexponential nature of tissue proton relaxations, and tissue
movements. The problem of quantitative T1 measurement from image signals is briefly
discussed.
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Inprotonmagneticresonanceimaging,recognitionof
pathologic states relies primarily on image contrast,
which varies with the radiofrequency (RF) pulse se
quence used. Diagnostically optimal sequence in turn
depends mainly on relaxation times of tissues to be dif
ferentiated (1â€”3).Knowledge of the relaxation proper
ties acquired before or during a study facilitates the study
in the initial imaging or in a reimaging in simulation or
otherwise (3). A universally optimal sequence does not
seem to exist.

Tissue T1 can be calculated pixelwise from two image

signals acquired with two pulse sequences of differing
repetition times (4â€”7).Between the two sequences, the
signal dependence on T1 differs, but that on T2 is iden
tical. Two approximation algorithms have been used to
simplify T1 calculations yielding estimates of a quali
tative utility. Equilibrium recovery of longitudinal
magnetizations (Mi) in repetitive pulse cycles is assumed
in one (4), and refocusing 180Â°pulses used are ignored
treating spin-echo (SE) or double spin-echo (DSE) se
quences as saturation recovery (SR) ones in the other

(5). In this communication, calculated-T1 errors@arising
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from one or the other approximation is evaluated using
signal expressions that assume neither approximation.

SIGNAL EQUATIONS

Evaluation of algorithms for T1 calculation begins
with formulating full equations describing signals as
functions of sequence and tissue parameters. For quan
titative T1 measurement as discussed later, proper signal
equations depend on the imaging method and the extent

of exponential character of tissue proton relaxations.
Relatively simple functions suitable for computing signal

values for varying sequence parameters and T1, but
presuming neither of the approximations, were used in
the present evaluation. For inversion recovery (IR), SE,
or DSE sequences, these functions are given by

IR: S = I â€”2eT1/T1 + 2e_(TR_h/2TE)/TIâ€”eTR/T1

(1)

SE: S 1 â€”2e_(TR_'h/2TE)/T1+ eTR/T1

DSE: S 1 â€”2e(TR3/2TE)/T1 + 2e_(TR1/2TE)/T1

(2)

â€” eTR/T1. (3)

The pulse sequences are diagramed in Fig. 1. For T1
calculation, two measurements S@and 52 are obtained
using repetition times TRI and TR2, respectively, but an
identical TE delay. In DSE-DSE studies, both S1 and 52
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ied' 9O@1800 Repeat dependence on observable-proton density, tissue T2, and

the echo delay TE. The IR and SR signals in IR-SR
studies are described by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively,
with TE set to zero in the equations. In IR-SE studies,
the IR and SE sequences (Fig. 1) may be combined into
,a composite one consisting of alternating IR and SE
subsequences (7). The same is true of IR-SR studies.

EQUILIBRIUM APPROXIMATION

With IR signals represented by 52 and SR ones by Si,
the approximation states that T1 is given by (4)

ti = T1/ln[2S1/(Si â€”52)]. (4)

Eq uation (4) defines t@, the measured or approximate
T1. In other words, the approximation assumes that T1
= Ti/ln[2Si/(S1 â€” 52)1, which is identical to

(S2/S1) â€”(1 â€”2eT1/T1) = 0. (5)

Eliminating (1 â€”2eT1/TI) between (I) for S2(TR2) and
(5), one has

(S2/51)(1 â€”S@)+ 2e(TR2@/2TE)/TI â€”eTR2/T1 0.

(6)

Upon eliminating (1 â€”Si) between (2) for SI(IRI) and
(6), the assumption inherent in the approximation be
comes

(S2/S1 ) [2e(TR1@/2TE)/T1â€”eTRI/T1]
+ 2e(TR2I/2TE)/T1 eTR2/T1 0. (7)

The assumption and the approximation are good when
all exponential terms in (7) virtually vanish. This occurs
with large TRI/Ti and TR2/Tl, that is, for spins of which
T1 is sufficiently shorter than TR1and TR2that their M@
virtually recovers to equilibrium values before the next
cycle (6). To make the approximation good in this
manner requires both TR1and TR2to exceed about 4T1
or 5T1 (7), quite feasible for the short-T1 region of a
usually broad T1 band of clinical interest. For the most
part of the band, the required TRI + TR2time becomes
impractically long.

Figures 2 and 3 show the fractional error of T1 for a
family of IR-SE studies and a family of IR-SR studies,
respectively. In both families, the IR sequence is fixed,
and the other sequence is varied. In computing the ap
proximation error, T1 is found according to Eq. (4) for
SI and 52 values calculated from Eqs. (2) and (1), re
spectively, for varying T1 values. The fractional t@ error
in percent is then plotted against T1 . The ti underesti
mates or overestimates T1 to varying degrees depending
on T1 and sequence-parameter values (Figs. 2 and 3).

All lines of errors intersect at a point where the T1
gives zero 52 value by Eq. (1) and thus fixes the T1 at
T1/ln2 by (4) regardless ofS1 or TR1 values (Figs. 2 and

iR
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FIGURE 1
Schematic diagrams of inversion recovery (IR), spin-echo
(SE),anddoublespin-echo(DSE)pulsesequences.Peaks
of IRandSEechoesandfirstof twoDSEechoesocc@zattime
TEfromread90Â°pulseandhaveamplitudeeTEfl2 relative
to respectiveinftialamplftudesattimezero.WithIAsequence
shown,data are gatheredduringspinecho as withSE se
quence.Omittingrefocusing180Â°pulsefromSEsequence
turnssequenceintoSRone(TE 0)

TI macc

FIGURE2
Fractionalerrors of Ti calculatedby equilibriumapproxi
mation [(4)] for family of lR-SE studies with fixed IR sequence
(TR2 1700 msec, T, = 400 mac), but varying SE sequence

of varyingTRI(msec)asshown.EchopeaksatTE 28msec
in all sequences.SignalsS1and52of Eq.(4)areassumed
to begivenbyEqs.(2)and(1),respectively.Verticalordering
of five linesonshort-T1sideof intersectionisexactlyreverse
of thatshownfor long-T1side

are based on the first echoes instead of the noisier second
ones.InEqs.(1)-(3),S describesS@forTRI or52forTR2
and has been normalized to the asymptotic signal for TR
much in excess of ST1.The asymptote contains the signal
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approximation forces the SR expression A(1 â€”eTR/@1)
to describe S@or 52 ofless than SR size for no less proton
abundance (A@ 1). Consequently, the approximation
systematically overestimates T1 at all T1 values. General
expressions giving expected magnitudes of the overes
timate can be derived for TR2 = 2TR1 or 3TR1 (8):

ti = TRI/ln[A/(A â€”Si)],

where, for TR2 2TR1,

for TR2 3TR1,

1OO(j@-1)

FIGURE3
Fractional errors of T1 calculated by equilibrium approxi
mation Eq. (4) for family of IR-SR studies with fixed IA se
quence (TR2 1000 msec, T1= 200 msec), but varying SR
sequence of varying TR1(@flS@)as shown. Signal rephaslng
bygradientreversalisassumedInall sequences.S1and82
of Eq.(4)arebasedonEqs.(2)and(1),respectIvely,for TE
= 0. Vertical ordering of five lines on the short-T1 side of

intersection is exactly reverse of that shown for Iong-T1
side

3). The error line for TR1 750 msec in Fig. 2 and that for
TR@562 msec in Fig. 3 lie relatively close to the line of
no error (t1 = T1) over the entire T1 range 100-1600
msec covering most normal and abnormal T1 values at
various imaging frequencies. Throughout this T1 range,
the absolute error is 10%or less for TR1750 msec in Fig.
2 and 6% or less for TR1 562 msec in Fig. 3. Increasing
TRI to 2000 msec (Fig. 2) or 1000 msec (Fig. 3) better
approximates equilibrium M@recovery in the SE or SR
sequence for all T1 values. In so doing, however, the error
for T1 values shorter than the intersection T1 (which is
305 msec in Fig. 3) decreases at best to zero, that for
longer T1 values increases substantially, and the overall
approximation error across the said broad T1 range in
creases considerably.

SATURATION RECOVERY APPROXIMATION

This approximation applies to imaging studies in
which Si and S2 are both SE, both DSE (5), or both
multiple-echo (3) signals. The approximation is stated
by (5)

SI = A(1 â€”eTRI/tI)

S2 = A(1 â€”eTR2/tI).

(10)

A = S@/(2S1 â€”52), (11)

A = [3Sf + S1(4S1S2@ 3S@)h/2]/2(3S1 â€”S2).

(12)

Figures 4 and 5 show the fractional error of the over
estimate for TR2/TRI of 2 or 3. In computing the ap
proximation error, S@and 52 are calculated for varying
T1 values from Eq. (2) for SE-SE studies and from Eq.
(3) for DSE-DSE studies and then used to compute ti
according to Eqs. (10) and (11) for TR2 = 2TR1 or to

Eqs. (10) and (12) for TR2 = 3TRI. Results for the
SE-SE studies (Fig. 4) and those for the DSE-DSE
studies (Fig. 5) are nearly the same. The similarity stems
from the fact that the T1 dependence of DSE signals
[(3)] is nearly identical in value to that of SE ones [(2)]
for the same repetition time when the DSE second echo
and the SE echo have the same delay. The shorter TR1
+ Tp@is for a given echo delay or the longer the delay is
for a given TR1 + TR2,the more inaccurate the approx
imation is (Figs. 4 and 5). For the same TR1 + TR2and
delay, the accuracy is poorer at higher TR2/TRI, because
SE-TRI or DSE-TR1 mimics SR-TR1 @00rlyat small
TR1/TI. It is apparent that the approximation error can
be substantial for relatively long T1 at TRI + TR2of 1500
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FIGURE 4
Fractional errors of T1 calculated by saturation recovery
approximationfor six SE-SEstudieswithvaryingechotime
(TE), sum of two repetition times (TRI + TR2), and their ratio

(TR2/TR1). Notation â€œ112-1500-2â€• signifies TE 112 msec,
TR1+ TR2 . 1500 msec, and TR2ITR1 2. Calculated error
is basedonT1definftlonof Eqs.(8)and (9)andsignalequation
(2)

1, msâ€¢c

(8)

(9)

Here, (8) and (9) define the measured or approximate
T1. The asymptote A of the righthand-side quantities is
normalized to the asymptote ofS1 and 52 and cannot be
less than unity.

Because of a disruption of M@recovery by rephasing

180Â°pulses, SE and DSE signals are both smaller than
SR ones for the same repetition time. In essence, the
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FIGURE5
Fractional errors of t@calculated by saturation recovery
approximationfor six DSE-DSEstudieswithvaryingechotime
(TE), sum of two repetition times (TR1 + TR2), and their ratio

(TR2/TR1).Notation@ 112-1500-2â€•denotes2TE 112msec,
TR1@ TR2@ 1500 msec, and TR2/TR1 2. Calculated error
Is basedonT1definftlonof Eqs.(8)and (9)andsignalequation
(3)

msec and SE echo or DSE second-echo delay of 56 msec
(Figs. 4 and 5).

DISCUSSION

Equations (1)â€”(3)or their virtual equivalents for zero
or very short TE values have been used to calculate T1
(2,7,9) or image contrast (1 ,2) in the context of a planar
imaging with selective 90Â°pulses (1,2,9) or a volumetric
imaging with nonselective 90Â°(and 180Â°)pulses (1,7).
The present t1 calculation is based on the assumption
of Eqs. (1)â€”(3)and the simplifying definition of (4) or
(8)â€”(9).With the SR approximation, the fractional T1
error increases with increasing T1 faster than linearly
(Figs. 4 and 5). Thus on a t1 map, the approximation
would enhance or highlight abnormal T1, which is usu
ally longer than the normal counterpart. The opposite
is the case with equilibrium approximation using long

TRI . Here negative fractional errors decrease monoto
nously with increasing T1, and the extent of underesti
mation by t1 is greater for an abnormally lengthened T1
than for the normal T1 (Figs. 2 and 3). Nevertheless,
such a calculated T1 in clinical studies serves a qualita
tive use (4).

A graph or table ofT1 compared with t1 can be used
to correct calculated T1 from actual studies for said
approximation errors. In DSE studies at I5 MHz using
TRI + 1R2 1500 msec, TR2/TRI 2, and 2TE 56
msec, for example, T1 of dilute (postcholecystogogue)
gallbladder bile was reported to average 2324 msec by
SR approximation in six normal volunteers, the longest
of the six values being 3152 msec (10). Corrected on the
basis of Eq. (3), the 3152-msec t1 shortens to 1697 msec,
a value reasonably close to the T1 estimate of 1700â€”1750

DSE DSE 112@

@@6-W00-3@

112 2000

56-1,5 3

56-1@

msec for the free-water component of tissue water
(11).

The correction reduces errors in the calculated t1 , but
does not eliminate them. Signals acquired in actual
studies are adulterated by random noises. Effect of blood
flow and physiologic motion, if any, is not accounted for
in Eqs. ( 1)â€”(3) either. From the standpoint of imaging

method, Eqs. (l)â€”(3)are proper with nonsetective cx
citation using broadband 90Â°(and 180Â°)pulses as in a
few volumetric imaging techniques (7,12,13). The va
tidity can suffer from various instrumental factors such
as wrong settings of pulse angles and nonuniform RF
fields. In particular, total decay of signals (or transverse
magnetizations) within individual cycles with no re
growth in subsequent cycles is assumed in Eqs. (1)â€”(3)
(7,8). â€œSpoilergradientsâ€• applied to achieve the con
dition of zero residual signals must and can work prop
erly (7,8,14).

With planar imaging using selective 90Â°pulses, single
slice or multislice, propriety of Eqs. ( I)â€”(3)requires the
slice profile to be essentially rectangular as can be met
when the 90Â°pulse is modulated with an envelope having
the form of a sinc function (14). Summation of signal
contributions over a substantially nonrectangular slice
profile can yield signal expressions containing integrals
that are laborious to evaluate (15). In a nonrectangular
case, Eqs. (1)â€”(3)are approximations good to the extent
that the profile peak (center-plane signal) and the profile
area (total signal) are related by a constant factor or
experimentally to the extent that predictions based on
simple equations agree with actually acquired images
(2,3).

Equations (l)â€”(3)further assume a single T1 for a
pixel volume. A potential problem with this presumption
is that many proton spin systems of different relaxation
properties exist in a typical voxet. For nonadipose tissues,
however, image signals should derive primarily from
water protons (16), signals from organic protons being
of small abundance or due to very short T2 being largely
lost in the time to rephase the signal for detection
(17,18). In spectroscopic studies in vitro, the transverse
relaxation of water protons in skeletal muscles is virtu
ally, though not exactly, exponential for about the first
150â€”200msec (19), and the longitudinal relaxation in
most tissues is characterized to a good approximation by
a single T1 (20). In a fast exchange in theory, a rapid
water turnover relative to its relaxation in each region
within a voxel can result in essentially a single observable
T1 or T2 for the voxet water protons as a whole (16).

Another problem with quantitative I@ measurement
in vivo relates to partial-volume effect especially where
major tissue elements within a voxel differ grossly in
their relaxation parameters and undergo no or slow cx
change of their visible protons. A weighted average T1
for the voxel should vary to a degree with varying T2 and
relative abundance among the elements and with Se
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quence parameters, all of which can affect the weighting.
Adipose triacytglycerol protons appear to have T1 values
substantially shorter than those of water protons of most
other soft tissues (17,21). Adipose tissues, which are
about 80% triacylglycerols by weight (22), and loose
connective tissues rich in adipocytes are ubiquitous. In
anatomical regions where the lipid and water protons
codominate visible protons, it is quite possible for cat
culated T1 pixetwise or averaged over multiple pixels to
depend appreciably on sequence parameters used. Such
partial-volume problems can be reduced by going to a
high-resolution imaging subject to the constraint of
available imaging time and signal-to-noise (S/N) con
sideration in relation to stochastic observabte-T1 un
certainty. The S values of Eqs. (1)-(3) are in units of the
asymptote S(@), which is proportional to eTE/T2. At a
given noise level, larger TE/T2 values give lower S/N
and higher stochastic T1 uncertainty.
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